Overview - Client based signing
With over 100,000 installations in Germany alone in the sectors of insurance, banking, industry, and healthcare, eSignatureOffice is probably the bestselling software for the handwritten electronic signature in Europe and the virtual standard in the German insurance sector. The reasons for this are both
its excellent product security and the flexibility it offers with regard to the integration into existing software environments and processes. eSignatureOffice is
a complete stand-alone PDF/A signing solution which does not require any additional third-party software products.
eSignatureOffice is best suited for "simple" and "advanced" electronic signature system.
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SimpleSigner enables the simple, command line-controlled integration of the secure handwritten e-signatures in your application. The SimpleSigner can be
integrated into any customers application as a signature acquisition window do not require any programming. It is controlled via start parameters. In the
free basic version, signatures can be saved as bitmap and JPG. With a premium update, it is also possible to sign PDF/A - documents using the
SimpleSigner command line.
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The StepOver TCP extension allows the use of current StepOver signature pads in conjunction with a remote desktop environment. The TCP extension
secures the data connection and, any transmission between the signature pad connected to the client and the server on which the signature software is
installed.
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The StepOver Citrix Module enables the use of current StepOver signature pads in a Citrix session. The Citrix Module secures the data connection and,
any transmission between the signature pad connected to the client and the Citrix server where the signature software is installed.
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